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LIST THE NAMES OF MASTER GARDENERS DIRECTLY INVOLVED IN THIS 
PROJECT. Do not include their roles or any other individuals in this listing. (Place the 
cursor in the box to type a name.) 
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DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT  (include name, location, target audience, goals, and 
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DESCRIBE THE PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROJECT.  
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HOW HAS THE PROJECT BEEN FUNDED AND HOW HAVE THOSE FUNDS BEEN SPENT?



 
DESCRIBE THE OUTCOMES OF THIS PROJECT.   HOW HAS IT AUGMENTED 
LEARNING, INCREASED KNOWLEDGE OR CHANGED PRACTICES TO ENHANCE 
QUALITY OF LIFE?  INCLUDE THE METHODS YOU USED TO MEASURE THE 
IMPACT OF THE PROJECT.  (These impacts could be economical, educational, 
environmental, health or community based. SFE projects should be developed to reach the 
most people possible from the target audience. Impact numbers are not significant if the 
target audience does not learn or utilize the information. Make sure that you ask 
participants how this information helped them and record this as an impact. For example, 
evaluation questions that ask, “How do you plan to use this information?” or “Can you share 
specific information that you learned today?”  
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	NAME OF MG GROUP: Big Spring Master Gardener Association
	COUNTY: Greene
	COMMENCEMENT DATE OF PROJECT: 11/01/2009
	AppCode: 
	ContactName: Randi Nott
	ContactEmail: randinott@mac.com
	CoordName: Melody Rose
	CoordTitle: Extension Agent
	CoordEmail: mtrose@utk.edu
	CoordPhone: 423.798.1710
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	Text9: Michele Bradley
	Text10: Ann Cook
	Text11: Sandee Grimes
	Text12: Patricia Hayes
	Text13: Lamar Neas
	Text14: Diane Thompson
	Text15: Dianna Cardwell
	Text16: Jeanne Driese
	Text17: Emily Grubbs
	Text18: Larry McCracken
	Text19: Dan Richardson
	Text20: Virginia Williams
	partnerships: The New Hope Presbyterian Cemetery was established about 1908 and is located at the corner of Old Shiloh Road and New Hope Road in Greeneville, Tennessee. The mission of this project is “Restoring sacred ground, consecrated and dedicated to the memory of African Americans, many of whom died as former slaves, and preserving it in a condition and appearance worthy of such a memorial to all who came to East Tennessee to search for and to find eventual freedom.”The New Hope Presbyterian Church was founded in 1869 by former slaves and was one of the first African-American churches in Greene County. The church disbanded in the 1960s and from all accounts, the cemetery had already been abandoned for at least a decade before. The cemetery is all that remains of the New Hope community, which was centered on the church, its cemetery, and a segregated one room school house. The Big Spring Master Gardener Association (BSMGA) of Greene County is currently involved in conserving the only remaining evidence of this historic community.Fifty-four people are buried in the New Hope Cemetery. A rededication ceremony was held September 18, 2010 to officially recognize the beginning of the rehabilitation efforts for the cemetery to the citizens of Greene County, Tennessee. Through many hours of historical research, a local Master Gardener discovered many unique attributes of the cemetery and its significance to African American culture, as well as the overall Greene County community. As a result, the BSMGA voted to take on the task of conserving this aspect of Greene County African American heritage for (1) both current and future generations of people buried there, (2) neighbors of the cemetery, (3) the Greeneville and Tusculum communities, (4) and Greene County citizens. The BSMGA also wanted to be of assistance to other cemetery restoration teams nationwide in hopes of providing educational assistance with the overall rehabilitation process.A committee of three individuals within the BSMGA forged the path for the New Hope Cemetery Project to become a reality. Randi Nott was the influence and motivation behind the vision. It was through her hard work, dedication, and research which set forth this project in motion. She worked tirelessly researching the significance of the cemetery to the history of the community and the county. Her leadership recruited the assistance of many organizations and individuals within the county. Through her passion and perseverance, the BSMGA took on this exciting project and has worked diligently to make this project a success.Randi requested the assistance of two additional Master Gardener volunteers to form the BSMGA New Hope Cemetery committee. Those two members were from a very distinct and diverse background as well, offering their own visions on each of the primary goals set forth in the project scope. Patricia Hayes, a native to Greene County significantly impacted the overall scope of the landscape plan by researching “dry-shade” gardening techniques and plants. Her diligence to specific details has given the cemetery a unique personality all its own. Dianna Cardwell, a retired schoolteacher has been instrumental in the educational component of the project, encouraging a long-term plan for the community in regards to learning the plants and their purpose within the cemetery. There were also ten additional Master Gardeners that assisted with various aspects of this ongoing project throughout the last two years. Several Master Gardeners assisted with the cleanup process of the cemetery, whereas others were available to take lead in the educational roles when there were college students on site. Many of the Master Gardeners helped haul loads of mulch and fill-dirt in their personal vehicles and provided their own gardening and landscaping equipment for the team to utilize in the rehabilitation process. Master Gardeners gave above and beyond by contributing a significant portion of their personal time to watering on a regular schedule during the summer months.The work in the cemetery began with efforts to first determine how to restore an abandoned cemetery and to find interested persons to donate time and resources to the project, thus forming what we term the “Restoration Team.” Although we call ourselves the Restoration Team, please note our primary objective is to conserve the Cemetery because we have no official documentation or photographs depicting the Cemetery during the early 20th century. Therefore, we had no idea how to restore the Cemetery to its original state, so we chose to “conserve” the cemetery.The BSMGA worked closely with several organizations in Greene County to make the rehabilitation project a success, including Tusculum College. Robin Fife, professor in the Social Science Department, was instrumental by involving her service-learning class on a large scale basis to assist with many aspects of the overall project.The “New Hope Cemetery Association” (the governing board) was formed to offer direction and guidance to the project and to assist with collecting donations to perform most of the much needed tasks to clean-up and revive the Cemetery.   The Association consists of four clergy within both the Cumberland Presbyterian and Presbyterian Church system.In beginning the process, we utilized the knowledge of Katherine Ambroziak, a professor at University of Tennessee in the Architecture Department. Based on her current involvement with the restoration of two cemeteries in the Knoxville area, she was able to give our team insight in how to proceed with the endeavor. The students at Tusculum College actually visited the cemetery sites in Knoxville to learn the mapping and documentation process first-hand.To assist with the identification of those buried at New Hope Cemetery, we relied on information obtained from public records. Jody Palm, manager of FIND-A-GRAVE website (www.findagrave.com), which contains listings of cemeteries and graves globally, added New Hope Cemetery to the website. FIND-A-GRAVE is a commercial website providing free access and input to an online database of cemetery records. Family members of the deceased were also very instrumental in the identification process.The Greene County Heritage Trust was also instrumental in the partnering process. They recognized the efforts of the Restoration Team as being of great historical significance to the preservation of Greene County’s history. Therefore, the “New Hope Cemetery Reclamation Project” received a special Award of Merit on December 2, 2010 as a result of their efforts in conserving the New Hope Cemetery.Lastly, but certainly not least, there were many others instrumental in making this BSMGA project a success. They included:• Snavely’s Nursery, Blountville, Tennessee• Tusculum Monument, Greeneville, TN• Jeffers Mortuary, Greeneville, TN• Shiloh Cumberland Presbyterian Church, Tusculum, TN• Triple A Farms• University of Tennessee Marketing and Communication Services, Knoxville, TN• The Greeneville Sun newspaper, Greeneville, TN• Modern Woodman, Greeneville, TNOverall, there were three main goals the Restoration team set out to achieve:• Design and implement a safe place with no tripping hazards for descendants and members of the community to enjoy while paying their respects at the cemetery.  The cemetery was overgrown with trees and weeds, to the extent that even next-door neighbors to the cemetery had no idea it existed. Graves were sunken in and many stumps were scattered throughout the cemetery. As these were hazards, the team focused on a strategy to improve the overall safety within the cemetery.• Conserve the original artifacts on site and document what the cemetery looked like prior to any rehabilitation efforts, to maintain the cemetery as an African American heritage of the site. This consisted of noting all stones, stumps, trees, tombstones, shrubbery, etc. in order to conserve the natural beauty of the cemetery. This also afforded us the opportunity to recognize what was there and how NOT to interfere with the addition of anything not noted during the cemetery’s years. For example, for reasons unknown to the team, no religious iconography was noted on the tombstones, or any references to God. Therefore, the team decided NOT to construct crosses in the cemetery or to reflect these references in the conservation of the cemetery. Our purpose was to conserve the cemetery to its natural state.• Develop visual harmony with the neighborhood and utilize the cemetery as an outdoor classroom. As stated in the first point, the cemetery was in a tremendous state of overgrowth and had been unkempt for more than 50 years. Therefore, upon clean-up, the team wanted a landscape plan that would serve two purposes: 1) continuity within the existing community and 2) reflection on the African American culture in the early 20th century (note the cemetery was post-Victorian era). We also want individuals visiting the cemetery to recognize the importance of the plants chosen to beautify the landscape. This includes college students, descendants, and community citizens.
	partnerships2:  (2) neighbors of the cemetery, (3) the Greeneville and Tusculum communities, (4) and Greene County citizens. The BSMGA also wanted to be of assistance to other cemetery restoration teams nationwide in hopes of providing educational assistance with the overall rehabilitation process.A committee of three individuals within the BSMGA forged the path for the New Hope Cemetery Project to become a reality. Randi Nott was the influence and motivation behind the vision. It was through her hard work, dedication, and research which set forth this project in motion. She worked tirelessly researching the significance of the cemetery to the history of the community and the county. Her leadership recruited the assistance of many organizations and individuals within the county. Through her passion and perseverance, the BSMGA took on this exciting project and has worked diligently to make this project a success.Randi requested the assistance of two additional Master Gardener volunteers to form the BSMGA New Hope Cemetery committee. Those two members were from a very distinct and diverse background as well, offering their own visions on each of the primary goals set forth in the project scope. Patricia Hayes, a native to Greene County significantly impacted the overall scope of the landscape plan by researching “dry-shade” gardening techniques and plants. Her diligence to specific details has given the cemetery a unique personality all its own. Dianna Cardwell, a retired schoolteacher has been instrumental in the educational component of the project, encouraging a long-term plan for the community in regards to learning the plants and their purpose within the cemetery. There were also ten additional Master Gardeners that assisted with various aspects of this ongoing project throughout the last two years. Several Master Gardeners assisted with the cleanup process of the cemetery, whereas others were available to take lead in the educational roles when there were college students on site. Many of the Master Gardeners helped haul loads of mulch and fill-dirt in their personal vehicles and provided their own gardening and landscaping equipment for the team to utilize in the rehabilitation process. Master Gardeners gave above and beyond by contributing a significant portion of their personal time to watering on a regular schedule during the summer months.The work in the cemetery began with efforts to first determine how to restore an abandoned cemetery and to find interested persons to donate time and resources to the project, thus forming what we term the “Restoration Team.” Although we call ourselves the Restoration Team, please note our primary objective is to conserve the Cemetery because we have no official documentation or photographs depicting the Cemetery during the early 20th century. Therefore, we had no idea how to restore the Cemetery to its original state, so we chose to “conserve” the cemetery.The BSMGA worked closely with several organizations in Greene County to make the rehabilitation project a success, including Tusculum College. Robin Fife, professor in the Social Science Department, was instrumental by involving her service-learning class on a large scale basis to assist with many aspects of the overall project.The “New Hope Cemetery Association” (the governing board) was formed to offer direction and guidance to the project and to assist with collecting donations to perform most of the much needed tasks to clean-up and revive the Cemetery.   The Association consists of four clergy within both the Cumberland Presbyterian and Presbyterian Church system.In beginning the process, we utilized the knowledge of Katherine Ambroziak, a professor at University of Tennessee in the Architecture Department. Based on her current involvement with the restoration of two cemeteries in the Knoxville area, she was able to give our team insight in how to proceed with the endeavor. The students at Tusculum College actually visited the cemetery sites in Knoxville to learn the mapping and documentation process first-hand.To assist with the identification of those buried at New Hope Cemetery, we relied on information obtained from public records. Jody Palm, manager of FIND-A-GRAVE website (www.findagrave.com), which contains listings of cemeteries and graves globally, added New Hope Cemetery to the website. FIND-A-GRAVE is a commercial website providing free access and input to an online database of cemetery records. Family members of the deceased were also very instrumental in the identification process.The Greene County Heritage Trust was also instrumental in the partnering process. They recognized the efforts of the Restoration Team as being of great historical significance to the preservation of Greene County’s history. Therefore, the “New Hope Cemetery Reclamation Project” received a special Award of Merit on December 2, 2010 as a result of their efforts in conserving the New Hope Cemetery.Lastly, but certainly not least, there were many others instrumental in making this BSMGA project a success. They included:• Snavely’s Nursery, Blountville, Tennessee• Tusculum Monument, Greeneville, TN• Jeffers Mortuary, Greeneville, TN• Shiloh Cumberland Presbyterian Church, Tusculum, TN• Triple A Farms• University of Tennessee Marketing and Communication Services, Knoxville, TN• The Greeneville Sun newspaper, Greeneville, TN• Modern Woodman, Greeneville, TNOverall, there were three main goals the Restoration team set out to achieve:• Design and implement a safe place with no tripping hazards for descendants and members of the community to enjoy while paying their respects at the cemetery.  The cemetery was overgrown with trees and weeds, to the extent that even next-door neighbors to the cemetery had no idea it existed. Graves were sunken in and many stumps were scattered throughout the cemetery. As these were hazards, the team focused on a strategy to improve the overall safety within the cemetery.• Conserve the original artifacts on site and document what the cemetery looked like prior to any rehabilitation efforts, to maintain the cemetery as an African American heritage of the site. This consisted of noting all stones, stumps, trees, tombstones, shrubbery, etc. in order to conserve the natural beauty of the cemetery. This also afforded us the opportunity to recognize what was there and how NOT to interfere with the addition of anything not noted during the cemetery’s years. For example, for reasons unknown to the team, no religious iconography was noted on the tombstones, or any references to God. Therefore, the team decided NOT to construct crosses in the cemetery or to reflect these references in the conservation of the cemetery. Our purpose was to conserve the cemetery to its natural state.• Develop visual harmony with the neighborhood and utilize the cemetery as an outdoor classroom. As stated in the first point, the cemetery was in a tremendous state of overgrowth and had been unkempt for more than 50 years. Therefore, upon clean-up, the team wanted a landscape plan that would serve two purposes: 1) continuity within the existing community and 2) reflection on the African American culture in the early 20th century (note the cemetery was post-Victorian era). We also want individuals visiting the cemetery to recognize the importance of the plants chosen to beautify the landscape. This includes college students, descendants, and community citizens.
	partnerships3: The “New Hope Cemetery Association” (the governing board) was formed to offer direction and guidance to the project and to assist with collecting donations to perform most of the much needed tasks to clean-up and revive the Cemetery.   The Association consists of four clergy within both the Cumberland Presbyterian and Presbyterian Church system.In beginning the process, we utilized the knowledge of Katherine Ambroziak, a professor at University of Tennessee in the Architecture Department. Based on her current involvement with the restoration of two cemeteries in the Knoxville area, she was able to give our team insight in how to proceed with the endeavor. The students at Tusculum College actually visited the cemetery sites in Knoxville to learn the mapping and documentation process first-hand.To assist with the identification of those buried at New Hope Cemetery, we relied on information obtained from public records. Jody Palm, manager of FIND-A-GRAVE website (www.findagrave.com), which contains listings of cemeteries and graves globally, added New Hope Cemetery to the website. FIND-A-GRAVE is a commercial website providing free access and input to an online database of cemetery records. Family members of the deceased were also very instrumental in the identification process.The Greene County Heritage Trust was also instrumental in the partnering process. They recognized the efforts of the Restoration Team as being of great historical significance to the preservation of Greene County’s history. Therefore, the “New Hope Cemetery Reclamation Project” received a special Award of Merit on December 2, 2010 as a result of their efforts in conserving the New Hope Cemetery.Lastly, but certainly not least, there were many others instrumental in making this BSMGA project a success. They included:• Snavely’s Nursery, Blountville, Tennessee• Tusculum Monument, Greeneville, TN• Jeffers Mortuary, Greeneville, TN• Shiloh Cumberland Presbyterian Church, Tusculum, TN• Triple A Farms• University of Tennessee Marketing and Communication Services, Knoxville, TN• The Greeneville Sun newspaper, Greeneville, TN• Modern Woodman, Greeneville, TNOverall, there were three main goals the Restoration team set out to achieve:• Design and implement a safe place with no tripping hazards for descendants and members of the community to enjoy while paying their respects at the cemetery.  The cemetery was overgrown with trees and weeds, to the extent that even next-door neighbors to the cemetery had no idea it existed. Graves were sunken in and many stumps were scattered throughout the cemetery. As these were hazards, the team focused on a strategy to improve the overall safety within the cemetery.• Conserve the original artifacts on site and document what the cemetery looked like prior to any rehabilitation efforts, to maintain the cemetery as an African American heritage of the site. This consisted of noting all stones, stumps, trees, tombstones, shrubbery, etc. in order to conserve the natural beauty of the cemetery. This also afforded us the opportunity to recognize what was there and how NOT to interfere with the addition of anything not noted during the cemetery’s years. For example, for reasons unknown to the team, no religious iconography was noted on the tombstones, or any references to God. Therefore, the team decided NOT to construct crosses in the cemetery or to reflect these references in the conservation of the cemetery. Our purpose was to conserve the cemetery to its natural state.• Develop visual harmony with the neighborhood and utilize the cemetery as an outdoor classroom. As stated in the first point, the cemetery was in a tremendous state of overgrowth and had been unkempt for more than 50 years. Therefore, upon clean-up, the team wanted a landscape plan that would serve two purposes: 1) continuity within the existing community and 2) reflection on the African American culture in the early 20th century (note the cemetery was post-Victorian era). We also want individuals visiting the cemetery to recognize the importance of the plants chosen to beautify the landscape. This includes college students, descendants, and community citizens.
	partnerships4: • Conserve the original artifacts on site and document what the cemetery looked like prior to any rehabilitation efforts, to maintain the cemetery as an African American heritage of the site. This consisted of noting all stones, stumps, trees, tombstones, shrubbery, etc. in order to conserve the natural beauty of the cemetery. This also afforded us the opportunity to recognize what was there and how NOT to interfere with the addition of anything not noted during the cemetery’s years. For example, for reasons unknown to the team, no religious iconography was noted on the tombstones, or any references to God. Therefore, the team decided NOT to construct crosses in the cemetery or to reflect these references in the conservation of the cemetery. Our purpose was to conserve the cemetery to its natural state.• Develop visual harmony with the neighborhood and utilize the cemetery as an outdoor classroom. As stated in the first point, the cemetery was in a tremendous state of overgrowth and had been unkempt for more than 50 years. Therefore, upon clean-up, the team wanted a landscape plan that would serve two purposes: 1) continuity within the existing community and 2) reflection on the African American culture in the early 20th century (note the cemetery was post-Victorian era). We also want individuals visiting the cemetery to recognize the importance of the plants chosen to beautify the landscape. This includes college students, descendants, and community citizens.
	SPENT: The funding process has been the most limiting factor for this project.  Upon the development of the New Hope Cemetery Association, a checking account was established at a local Greene County bank in order to accept donations to help defray the costs associated with the cemetery conservation. The New Hope Cemetery has relied extensively on private donations from descendants families.  Over fifty percent of the funding for this project has been received from the families representing the cemetery.   The interesting fact is that the majority of the families are now living away from Greene County, primarily Detroit, Michigan; Dayton and Cleveland, Ohio; Atlanta, Georgia; and Chicago, Illinois.  The reason for this is due in large part to migration of the African American population to work in factories in the North after the Civil War.  Master Gardeners noted this in research documented in school and Census records from 1938-1950.  It appears that the African American head of households were listed as “farmhands,” but later were identified as tradesmen, moving their way up into middle class.   Beyond private donations, the remaining portion of funds has been acquired through a Modern-Woodman grant in the amount of $500.00 and in-kind donations from the Big Spring Master Gardener Association (BSMGA).  Due to the enormous amount of volunteer time and in-kind donations received from the BSMGA, expenses have been few.  When the process of cleaning the cemetery was iniated, it was determined a professional tree service was needed to remove all the stumps and fill in the associated holes. Thus, $250.00 was paid to Affordable Tree Service to remove the stumps.  The installation of an informational kiosk has been a top priority for the team.  However, the cost of a three-sided sign was more than what the Association could afford, so it was decided to only install one side of the sign.  For a cost of $300.00, the “Sign Shack,” a local business in Greene County made the grave locator map and installed it on site in October.  Also, six 6” x 12” flat marble replacement stones were ordered to replace the broken tombstones, at a cost of $50.00 per stone for a total cost of $300.00.  The money to replace the stones came from the families of those buried in the cemetery.  The Modern Woodman grant assisted with making the rehabilitation a success.  The BSMGA scoured locations for the highest quality, most affordable plants and supplies as necessary for the project.   A total of $414.00 has been spent thus far out of the $500.00 grant FY 2011.  The purchases included herbicides for woody vines and shrubs; native, dry-shade specific plants; pine needles for mulch; spring-flowering bulbs; and mulch.  The remainder of the landscaping plants was donated by a local nursery, totaling $225.00 and through Master Gardner personal donations.  The Greene County Heritage Trust will also donate $1500.00 to assist with the cost of a Tennessee Historical Marker, and the Greeneville City Council has agreed to create a 6-foot culvert to facilitate easier access from the main road.
	DESCRIBE THE PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROJECT: The implementation began upon the formation of the Restoration Team and the need to meet our three objectives:1) Design and implement a safe place with no tripping hazards for descendants and members of the community to be able to enjoy while paying their respects:  a. Broken headstones that had fallen off their base were reset lying flat on the ground to eliminate tripping hazards.   Six replacement stones have been ordered to replace the broken tombstones.  Once in place, the old stones will be set next to the new stones to maintain the history of the cemetery, and the old upright bases will be removed to further eliminate any tripping hazards.b. Tusculum College students designed and built a walkway bridge for ease of access to those with disabilities at the cemetery entrance.c. Tree stumps were removed by professionals.d. Sunken graves were filled in with six pick-up loads of dirt from a nearby church to alleviate low-lying areas.e. All weeds and young saplings were removed to rid walkway paths of debris.f. The cemetery was mowed and weed-eated throughout the summer months to prevent regrowth of weeds.g. A mulched pathway (twelve loads of hardwood mulch) was designed to assist those with disabilities that visit the cemetery.  2) Conserve the original artifacts on site and document what the cemetery looked like prior to any rehabilitation efforts, while conserving the African American heritage throughout the process:  a. Tusculum College students divided the cemetery into 4x4 squares in which to record documentation of all artifacts and graves in the cemetery.  Both marked and un-marked graves were documented.b. A grave-locator map was created utilizing the information obtained by the Tusculum College students’ research.c. Developed a database of individuals buried in the cemetery that will aid in genealogical and historic research.d. Public records were researched (Census information and death records) to obtain accurate accounts of the people buried there.e. Photographs of existing tombstones were taken to document the information on the stones and to note their condition.f. FIND-A-GRAVE website posted New Hope Cemetery on their global database.g. An interview with a local historian was conducted to learn more about the cemetery during the early 20th century.h. Twenty temporary markers were placed on the unmarked graves.i. The landscape plan focused on the African American culture by utilizing vibrant and colorful foundation and flower plantings.
	DESCRIBE THE PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROJECT2: 3) Develop visual harmony with the neighborhood and utilize the cemetery as an outdoor classroom:a. Tusculum College students refurbished three wooden benches to place within the cemetery.b. The trees in the cemetery were identified.c. Spring bulbs, summer-blooming perennials, evergreen foundation plantings, fall-flowering trees and various shrubs were planted to provide yearlong aesthetic beauty in the cemetery and to the surrounding neighborhood.  The plants chosen were those that performed well in a “dry-shade” garden condition as researched by the BSMGA.d. Placards for individual plants in the landscape are being made with Latin name, description, and functionality to their location within the cemetery.e. Tusculum Monument repaired, leveled and cleaned all tombstones in the cemetery.f. A new sign was placed at the entrance identifying the location as the "former site of New Hope Presbyterian Church and School/Established in 1869 for African-American Congregation."g. “Family trees” were made and distributed to the families of those individuals buried in the cemetery.h. Tusculum College hosts a McCormick Service Day (“Nettie Days” to the students) each September.  This year the BSMGA hosted twenty freshmen at the cemetery.  The students assisted with the landscape planting for four hours.  They learned the basic fundamentals of how to plant deciduous shrubs, evergreen foundation plantings, and perennials.  They were also introduced to the historical relevance of the cemetery to the community and the correlation of conserving the cemetery to its surroundings as it was years ago.i. All practices within the cemetery landscape plan have utilized and will continue to utilize the University of Tennessee Extension’s research-based information.  Resources used include the website(s), publications, and specialists.
	specific information that you learned today: In conducting evaluations, we discovered many outcomes significant to the value of this project to the community.  By far, one of the most critical components of our survey (directed to the community and to the descendants of those buried within the cemetery) was to determine if they had learned anything about the history of the community throughout the course of the New Hope project.  One hundred percent of the participants surveyed commented on learning a significant amount about the African American culture and its relevance to Greene County’s history.  Only 63% of the respondents surveyed even became aware that New Hope Cemetery existed until the last three years.  Thirty-three percent of the respondents actually have family members buried at the New Hope Cemetery.  Eighty-eight percent reported they visited the cemetery on a regular basis, and those not visiting live out of state.  When asked if survey participants were aware of the work being conducted at the cemetery by the BSMGA, all participants replied they were.  Following are a few of the survey responses received:• “I live out of state, and from what I have seen in pictures, and from what I have read in the monthly project updates, it really looks grand.”• “It has been vital to the improvement of the site and has been most welcome.”• A+• “They are doing a great job.”• “Excellent work!”• The process of transformation to its current state has brought the families of the people buried there peace in knowing the grounds are now maintained by caring, devoted people. The tree removal, landscaping, planting of flowers & shrubs and restoration of headstones speaks for itself. The Master Gardeners involved in this project are to be proud of this accomplishment. It took many hours of hard work, investigating, and communication to get it to the current beautiful, inviting state it is in today. 
	specific information that you learned today2: To coincide with this question, we asked the survey participants whether they believed the impact to the community was a worthwhile effort on behalf of the BSMGA.  Their responses included the following comments:• “Will gain notice of a cemetery long forgotten; it is no longer an over grown lot & hopefully will gain respect in the community.”• “More people have become aware of the past of the community. Many appreciate how much better the New Hope corner now looks.”• “The impact that the restoration has had on the community has been wonderful. I think that usually when a project is undertaken, it is a while before the impact is realized. The responses generally are second hand and they somewhat "trickle" in. This project has produced immediate responses.”• “As far as the restoration of the graves is concerned, the project leader has heard from many of the descendants of the African Americans buried there. The responses have been so positive and thankful for the efforts made and for the respect that the MGs have used to proceed with the project.”• “As for the beautification for the community, every time workers are there, neighbors stop by and express their amazement at the transformation and they are very generous in their praise.”• “It shows how determined the individuals who are doing the work are to preserve the history for loved ones and to try to make a part of the community that has been neglected look better.”• “A better understanding of who makes up our community and a better understanding of what those who are buried there contributed to our community.”• “I have spoken with a few people who live in the area and they seem very pleased with what is happening.”• Marked improvement.• “It has created the awareness of the importance of the people that helped form the Greeneville community.”Several efforts have been made to make both Greene County citizens and descendants of those buried at New Hope Cemetery aware of this project: • Three articles have been written by the local newspaper, reaching almost 16,000 local subscribers.• Tusculum College brings a service-learning class out to participate in the landscaping project, which included twenty students involvement.  • A Facebook page with 190 friends is maintained to update progress at the site.• A portion of the Greene Thumb newsletter, which is an e-newsletter written by the Greene County Extension Agent Melody Rose,  is distributed to over 400 individuals, focuses on progress updates for this project.    • Both the Greene County Extension and Big Spring Master Gardener websites have current information regarding the project. • A video was made and uploaded to you-tube on October 6, 2011.  There have been almost 100 views since then. Lastly, all participants surveyed responded they would be willing to offer labor, time, and/or funds to further restore, promote, and market the New Hope Cemetery project. 


